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of Development Doug Frost
Unified Strength
Frost has stressed that the
today announced the formation IC o u n c u . d o e s n o t intend to lim-
'• it the individuality of mem-
ber clubs. He stated that the
organization was formed to
provide "strength through un-
u" " but that it will not inter-
of the Trinity College Ai-ts




sented by vice president
bert Holland in May, the Coun-
cil is a federation of. all Col
lege clubs and organizations
involved with the arts. Its
main purposes are to improve
publicity about campus cul-
tural events and to reduce
scheduling conflicts.
Frost, who is over-all super-
visor of the Council, believes'
that member groups can op-
erate within the federation
framework for more effective
promotion of their various ac-
tivities. By bringing all spon-
soring organizations together
in one body, the Council feels





ganizatioh will also present
previews and reviews of cer-
tain programs presented on
campus.
Clubs and organizations cur.
rently in the Arts Council are
the Glee Club, the Atheneum,
the Art League, the Review,
, the Jesters, the band, the
to • -its primary | chamber music group, Cesare
of its
functions of publicity and
scheduling, the Council will
also provide the opportunity
for representatives of the va-
rious arts to-meet, and discuss
their respective fields. The or-
Barbieri, the Lecture Commit-
tee, and WRTC-FM. Mai Sal-
ter of the Public Relations
Department is also a member,






Philadelphia/Pa. — (UPS) —
Each year about this time,
controversy over the Nation-
al Defense Education Act be-
gins again. It began a little
early this year, because the
act was under consideration
by Congress. Since President
Kennedy' signed the biE ex-
tending the NDEA, for two
years "with extreme reluct-
ance," it seems appropriate at
this time to • see just what
NDEA does and why it has
been under attack.
Among the more obvious
things that NDEA does .are
these:
It has made available in the
last tore years approximately
§128 million in Federal" funds
for loan to students, and will
make another $90 million
available this year. . •





nation activities in the field
of communications.
Wth all these worthwhile
projects provided for, it may
seem strange that some of
the leading colleges and uni-j
IFC Admonishes
D Phi For 'Prank'
OCT. 23—At the end off Alpha against Delta Phi
trial held tonight between' served consideration.
Phi and Pi Kappa Alpha
de-|
g
versities in the; country have) over last week's fire .engine!
In an October IS letter to
Alpha
Delta Phi
OCT. 29—Dr. George Boas,
a Fellow at Wesleyan Universi-
center for publicity and as a j ty's Center for Advanced Stud-
coordinator of scheduling pro- ies, will deliver the second in
cedures.
Artistic Calendar
In an initial move, the Coun-
the series of lectures sponsor-
ed by the Trinity College Lec-
ture Committee this Thursday
cil hired leading New England I a t S : 1 5 P-m- in the Chemistry
designer William Wondriska Auditorium it was announced
to prepare an artistically at-
tractive calendar listing com-
ing cultural events. This calen-
dar will be distributed to sta-
cfents and to various friends of
the College.
Contact between member
groups will be maintained by
student coordinator Dick Tut-
tle. He feels that the Council
can benefit the arts at Trinity
in many ways, stating: A
group like this has unlimited
opportunity to expand in all
directions."
Tuttle believes that the new
organization may eventually
be capable of sponsoring fes-
tivals in-which various aspects
of the arts are presented.
JAZZ QUARTET
The Lenny LaCroix Jazz
Quartet, will sponsor an open
jazz concert at Hartford Col-
lege for Women, 1265 Asylum







dents, won the National Jazz
Competition a t Georgetown
University this year.
Tickets, at $1.00 per person,
may be obtained from Jay
Howard, Jarvis 1, or by writ-
ing to Miss Pamela Palmer,
1265 Asylum Ave. Some tick-
bl t hets will
door.
be availa le a  t e
today.
The subject of Dr. Boas's il-
lustrated lecture will be
"Painting and the Image."
Dr. Boas began his teaching
career at the University of
California in 1915, joined the
faculty of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity in 1921 and was chair-
man of the Philosophy Depart-
ment from 1937 to 1950. He
retired in 1957.
Decorated by King;
During the second World
I War, Dr. Boas was decorated
by the King of Belgium with
the Order of Leopold for iden-
tifying valuable art works
found in salt mines.
Jn 1957, Dr. Boas »beeacne
Carus Lecturer for the Amer-
ican Philosophical Society and
in 1960-61 he served as a .visit-
ing Andrew Mellon Professor
of Philosophy at the Universi-
ty of Pittsburgh.
He is the author of several
books including Essays _ on
Primittvism and Belated Ideas
in the Middle Ages, Wingless
Pegasus, Domlnent Themes of
Modern Philosophy and The In-
quiring Minds. He translated
The Hieroglyphic of Horapollo
and edited Romanticism in
America,
Dr. Boas is a member of the
American Philosophical Socie-
ty, the American Philosophical
DR. GEORGE BOAS
Association, the American
Academy of Arts and Letters
and the fine arts section of the
Royal , Academy---.of Belgium;
He is also on the Board of
Trustees of the Baltimore
Museum of Art and is. a for-
mer president of the American
Society of Aesthetics.
NEWMAN CLUB OFFICERS
The following have been
elected officers of the Newman
Club for the 1961-62 term:
President, James Ferrara,
'64, Vice-President, Joseph
Martire, '64, Secretary, Michael
McGurkin, '64, -and Treasurer,
program, or have criticized it
strongly and stayed in only
because the funds were need-
ed by students who could not
get them any other way.
The criticism has not been
leveled at the NEDA pro-
grams, but at the loyalty oath
and disclaimer a f f i d a v i t
which every applicant must
sign. Under the oath, the stu-
dent promises to bear "true









It contains a reducing
clause, allowing students who
go on to teach to deduct 10%
of what they owe for each
year they teach up to 50%.
The best-known program
under NDEA is the student
loan program, which provides
low-interest-loans to students
in financial need, a,nd in-
cludes the reducing clause re-
ferred to above. An indication
of the importance of the loan
program is afforded by com-
paring the NDEA loans with
private loans; private loans
averaged about $160 per stu-
dent before NDEA, while
NDEA loans have averaged
$500.
But NDEA has a number
o"f other program. Title IV of
the NDEA provides for grad-
uate fellowships has contri-
buted to the expansion or cre-
ation of s e v eral hundred
graduate programs. The lei
lowships are awarded by the
Commissioned fc#
assisted by * committee of
educators. .-
Specialized Training
Title VI of the NDEA pro-
vides for a specialized pro-
gram of training in the teach-










the second and fourth Wednes-




port and defend the
davit states that the applicant
cision at the close of the
trial is printed on page 2.
Medusa Complaint
As the formal testimonies
l ,
and decided to send a letter
of comdemnation to Delta Phi,
The trial by the Interfra-
ternity Council was the result
of the decision of a three man
I. F. C. committee that the
complaint lodged by Pi Kappa
when asked to
theft, termed a "pledge pro-
ject" by Delta Phi spokesmen,
occured at 5:00 a. m. on Satur-
day morning, October 14.
The text of a letter by the
Interfraternity Council to the
Tripod explaining the de-
Jesters Ready Drama
For Thursday Opening
OCT. 27—The Jesters enter-
does not believe in or support I ed their final week of rehears-
^ . ^ r g i m i Z * t i O n which be- j a l o f , . D e a t h o f a S a ] e s m a n . .
today in preparation for the
opening this Thursday. The
y g
lieves in, teaches or advocates
"the overthrow of the United
States Gvoerhment by force
and violence."
Should Be Willing
Defenders of the oath and
disclaimer say that' any stu-
dent getting money from the
government should be willing
to sign both. If an applicant
perjures himself, they add,
the government can at least
take p u n i t i v e measures
against subversives.
But detractors say the two
clauses are just silly, besides











prove that someone actually
believes in the overthrow







day and Tuesday, at 8:15 in




feels the cast is "up for the
production" and looks forward
to a successful Jester presen-
tation. Peter Fish, a veteran
of four previous plays, will
play the lead, Willy Loman.
Donate Strammiello, Ian Ben-
nett, and Richard Gann will
appear in supporting roles.
Strammiello will portray Hap-
py in his second appearance
with the Jesters. He was cast
as a crew member in "Mr.
Roberts." Bennett will make
his debut with the Jesters as
Biff. Gann will play Uncle Ben.
Betty Paine, who will
play Willy's wife, Linda, has
appeared in the Oval in the
and with the. Mark
Twain Masquers. The Woman
will be portrayed by Barbara
Canistraro, the secretary of
the newly - formed Gallery
Players o£ Hartford.'
Others in the cast are Bruce
Jay, '65; Ralph Coffman, '63;
Malcolm Lloyd' 62; and John
Westney, '64.
Tickets, at 50c with IDS for
students and $1.50 for others,
are on sale until Wednesday
outside Wean Lounge. Satur-
day night is almost sold out,
reports Director Nichols, but
the unsold tickets for the oth-
er nights will be available in
Alumni Hall after 7:30 each
production night.
River Pilot Now First
Gambian Studen tlnU. S.
institutions conduct sho r t -
term institutes and full-year
institutes for trainees. The benefactor
NDEA also provides for ex-







for the maintenance of short-
term and full-session training
institutes for counselling and
guidance personnel. And Title
Bl JACK CHATBTUELD
Twenty-three year old Ous-
man Sallah of Bathurst, Gam-
bia, former river boat pilot ap-
prentice, is the first Gambian
to study in this country.
His tals is an epic. Ousman's
toted him from
ship's helni to American prep
school, inducing Ousman to
hitch his wagon to a Gambian
governmental star.
Ousman was raised and
schooled in the seaport capital,
Bathurst (Pop. 19,602), after
which he began training to be-
Federal Court DecisionUpholdsBan
Of Controversial 'Tropic of Cancer'
BY RON SPENCER
Oct. 27—A Federal Court
judge today denied an injunc-
cision against Tropic of Can-
cer is based on the Connecti-
cut "Obscene. Literature and
tion against enforcement of I Pictures" statute. He noted
State's Attorney John La-
Belle's decision that the sale
of Tropic of Cancer is illegal.
Huntington's Book S t o r e
made the appeal in hopes of
negating LaBelle's warning
that any dealer who had not
removed the Henry Miller nov-
el from his shelves by today
would be subject to arrest.
Owner TrumbuU Hunting-
ton told the Tripod that he
_will now seek a preliminary
Injunction that could perman-
ently
ney's
lift the State's Attor-
restraining order. The
new appeal will be made with-
in ten days.
Constitution Violated
At today's hearing, Hunting-
ton contended that LaBelle's
decision impinged upop his
Constitutional rights as guar-
anteed by the First and Four-
teenth Amendments. In giving
his verdict, the Federal judge
Claimed that there was not
sufficient evidence that the
book dealer had been damaged
by the State's Attorney's pro-
nouncement.
Hunttngtori stated that he
Will provide evidence to the
contrary at the second hear-
ing. At present he has not de-
cided if he will also offer evi-
dence concerning the literary
merits of the book.
Grove Press, publishers
the novel, have given Hunt-
that his office was not "look-
ing for things" but was instead
acting upon complaints re-
ceived by the State Police.
Not Public Conscience
LaBelle, who said that he
had not read the novel from
coyer to cover, stated that his
office is not acting as "the
public conscience" on the mat-
ter. He said that he did not
want to act as a censor, but
that there is a point beyond
which an author cannot go.
The official, who feels he is
sufficiently familiar with the
book to have a good under-
standing of it, admitted that
his decision did not involve any
judgment of the novel as "a
work of art."
•LaBelle stated that his office
had received a considerable
amount of mail concerning the
decision to prohibit the book's
sale. He judges that his mail
is substantially favorable to
his position.
Citizens Complain
State Police Major Leslie
Williams reported that com-
plaints about the book's con-
tents ' had come from a booktents ha
distributor, from a chain store
manager who had received
copies for distribution at his
store and from approximately
r Williams stated that no corn-of iina  fl f r o m
plants
ington its full support in pur-
suing the case. Grove is cur- . _
rently involved, in New Jersey jity
legal" action, defending the
book.
State's Attorney LaBelle
told: the Tripod that his de-
been received
church groups or from or gam-
that evaluate the qual-
of various books and mo-
A TIMELY DISPLAY at Scott Billyou's illustrates cen-
sorship over the years. Among the books are On the Beach,
Decline and Fall of the Eoihan Empire, Origin of the Spe-
From Here to Eternity, The Wisdom of Confucius,
cies,
Point Counterpoint, and Lady Cliatterley's Lover. Also in-
cluded is Tom Sawyer, banned in Moscow in 1928.
spokesman- for E. J. Korvette
said that he would remove the




Shop reported that the
was to remain on sale
until the Friday deadline. She





since LaBelle made his pro-
nouncement.
Since the -."Obscene- Litera-
ture and Pictures" : statute
makes distribution as well as
The Hartford Courant later
reported, however, that Jack-
son would recommend to the
library's governing board that
the novel be returned to cir-
culation. On Wednesday, all
seven of the library's copies
were on loan to borrowers.
The Courant quoted the li-
brarian as saying: "This is a
work of art as far as I'm con-
cerned, and should be made
available in the library for




Engley reported that the libra-
ry here does not have a copy
of the book because ho staff
or faculty member has ever
requested its purchase. He
stated that he would obtain a
copy if such a request was re-
ceived. Engley, when asked a-




come a river boat pilot for ves-
sels on the Gambia River. Ous-
man testifies that he virtually
completed the five-year train-
ing plan in 18 months, when
he was guiding 3,500 - ton
freighters to their inland des-
tinations.
10 Years of School
nation," a status for which
Gambia will qualify shortly.
Next May after the Gambian
elections, a date will be set for
the declaration of Gambian in-
dependence. Ousman says he
expects it to follow about three
months after the election.
Gambia _ has been a British would "conie of"
and '
the complaint by PIKE that
the members of Delta Phi were
uncooperative.
They said that there was *
great deal of verbal antagon-
ism when they arrived on th«
scene and a few fights nearly
broke out. They found Delta
Phi reluctant and uncoopera-
tive when asked to return the
engine. Dave Wilson empha-
sized the seriousness of th.fi
theft and added that it was
not done in "good fun" be-
cause it resulted in a com-
l-naint.
Kelly Angry
lorn Kelly, a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha, stated that *he
only intention of his brothers
when they went down to D"lta
Phi was. to get their fire engine
back quietly. They received no
co-operation and after three
'warnings, were forced\to call
the Medusa. Other incidents,
Kelly added, such as taking
the ladders had been dismissed
as pranks, but this was mdre
serious because the vehicle was
uninsured and unregistered and
could have caused serious
damage.
"People should be mature
enough to leave it alone," Kelly
concluded," and to respect it as
private property."
A member of i Delta Phi, Art
Dominique, spoke in defense of
the action. The prank, he said,
had been designed as a pledge
project to promote pledge
class unity. The officers of the
house gave their approval and
required that the pledges, put
the machine on the front lawn
of the Delta Phi Annex, No
malicious intent was involved,
said Dominique.
When asked why the Annex
had been locked if the pledges
had thought the act harmless,
Dominique replied that this
had been done to prevent ret-
ribution. He added that he had
not thought any
Ousman attended 10 years of colony since British merchants
school in Bathurst. His four j settled there in the 17th cen-
years of secondary school were tury.
spent, in an English speaking
school. He is a member of the |
Wollof tribe, the leading of j of black Africa, says Ousman.
the five in Gambia, and " ~
antagonism
! incident.
The Heart of Africa
But Gambia is in the heart
speaks the language of that
tribe, which dominates the 290,
000 inhabitants of the country.
Ousman graduated from high
school in 1956.
In 1957 retired American
xhere are few British inhabit-
ants, save ministers and offi-
cials of the government.
Asked if he was wary about
the early period of Gambian in-
dependence, he replied, "No.
Gambia is prepared."
diplomat Paul Paddock arrived i He went on to explain that
by yacht to Gambia. Ousman
was assigned to take his boat
up the fiver, and Paddock was
because of the lack of whites,
there would be a minimum of
inter-racial friction. Also, he
so impressed with the young j says, ttiere_ is^no danger of in-
man that he arranged a full
scholarship at the Cornwall
Academy in Great Barrington,
Mass. Ousman spent last year
at Cornwall.
Ousman returned to Bath-
urst this summer, where he
played soccer on the team
which he had previously cap-
tained. Ousman plays fresh-
man soccer here.
Government Major
Ousman is a government
major with a noble and attain-
able goal: to become a minis-
ter in the Gambian govern-
ment.
He has reason to be confi-
ter-tribal rivalry.
Ousman, speaking of the
United States, said he is "very
impressed." He would like to
recruit governmental officials
and 'teachers from this coun-
try. Of the U. S., he says, "No
criticisms, so far."
Gambian Mohammedans
"Ninety-five per cent of Gam-
bians are Mohammedans," re-
plied Ousman, when prodded
about his views on college
drinking. A Moslem is forbid-
den by his religion to drink, he
continued, and therefore there
is not as much drinking, as
here. Ousman does not drink
dent. This summer, by virtue ] o r smoke.
or his being- the only, Gambian! Though the country and the
ever to study in America, lie
was contacted by a top minis-
ter about the possibility of am-
bassadorship to the United
States. •
Since Ousman has come to
this country, he has arranged
for three other Gambians to at-
tend school here. One is a 17-
year-old brother {one of eight
in Ousman's family, which al-
so includes a 25 year-old mar-
ried sister) who will arrive in
New Y6rk soon to begin
h lsc ool at New Lincoln. Ous-
man has one older brother
Tropic of Cancer was first j P r e s e n t l y studying at the Ham-
published . in 1934 in France. i ^ 1 ^ 1 J 0 ° i ;
i e g e 0 i : T e c h n o 1 0 -
1% To College
About one per cent of Gam
 i  ra ce.
Although held in high regard
by such literary figures as
John dos Passes and T. S. El-
iot, the book was hot published
jin the U. S. until June of this
year. .
Grove Press is the same
sale of the book illegal, Li- publishing firm that earlier
•the Hartford Public Library j
stated Wednesday that Tropic
Of Cancer would be removed
from circulation temporarily.
ng D. H. Lawrence's Lady
Chatterley's X o v e r in this
country.







British," said Ousman. There
are no colleges in Gambia ex-
cept teacher training schools.
religion permit polygamy, Ous-
man will take only one wife.
Ousman spoke of his- prefer-
ence of the United States over
Great Britain. Alter Ousman
got a scholarship to an Ameri-
can school, he was suddenly of-
fered one by the British. A
British official told Ousman
(Continued on-Page 3)
Charles Roncaioli, a pledges
at Delta Phi supported Domi-
inque's claim that no ma-
liciousness was intended. He
stated that a brother at PIKE
had told orte of the pledges
how to operate the vehicle and
that they took every precau-
tion to avoid damage.
He went on to describe the
manner in which the membert
of PIKE came to retrieve the
engine. He said several were
drunk and appeared as though
they were looking for a fight.
When asked when the pledges
planned to unlock the chain
which held the fire engine to
a tree, Boncaioli said "at
noon."
Dean Lacy volunteered his
comments to help make the
issues clearer. He questioned
the value of pranks that cause
animosity. Both houses, said
the Dean, were partly to
blame. He said that Delta Phi
should have responded to the
demands of PIKE, but if he
were a D Phi, he said, he
might not have responded
either.
After hearing the evidence,
the I. F. C. returned a "not
guilty" verdict. The evidence,
. it. said , was not clear cut
enough for a severe punish-
ment, buL other such incidents
in the future would be dealt
with harshly.
The decision of the Council
was somewhat modified to al-
low for a letter of admonish-
ment to be sent to Delta Phi.




OCT. 30—Daniel D. Cotta, a
junior history major and sum-
mer reporter for the Stamford
Advocate, today was named to
replace George F. Will as Ed-
itor-in-Chief of the Tripod.
Will. Editpr-in-Chiel since
last February, is relinquishing ^ u r i s JMI
his position in order to devote Ronald Spencer,
Niles Moves Up '
William F. Niles, a junior
majoring in English will be
Managing Editor. He has serv-
ed the Tripod as news editor
and has worked as a reporter
for the Bernardsville News.
Steve Perreault will continue
as Sports Editor.
_ more time to senior year com
There are two schools- in mitments, on and off campus.
brarian Edwin G. Jackson of j succeeded in printng and sell- B ^ h , u r s t ' h e continued, and! He will contribute to the pa-
this is not enough to accommo-
date all potential students.
A college education, he said,
"is important in a newly born
per as requested by the new-
editorial board but will not
participate in forming editori-
al policy.
more, will be News
Myron Roscnthal, a™ „ ^lnl.
omorc, wifl be Features Editor
Wendel Guy, former Fea-
tures Editor, will also continue
to contribute to. the paper a s
requested by the news editors
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Being Relevant
The press of this nation spends an undue amount
of t ime recording the statements of men who have
nothing to say. Hygienic newspapers, antiseptic aca
demic existences, and a national character driftini
without conviction among concepts jejune and absurc
surronud and suffocate those who strive to search an..
be stimulated. .
Thus i t is vitally invigorating',when a man witl.
something to say says i t and is heard. Such a man it
Dr. John C. Bennett, Dean of the faculty a t TJnio;
Theological Seminary. And lie said something; las
Thursday :
"The fact thtiL the United States is a s ta tus quc
nation, fearful of radical change and influenced by e
large body of opinion tha t is still committed to an un
critical capitalistic ideology is one of the greatest ci^
staples to the success of the free world in upholding its
own against Communism." ' •, •
"The ut ter ly self-defeating character of the in-
transigent forms of conservative anti-Communism in
this country is amazing to contemplate."
"The temptation to turn the cold war into a holy
crusade is ever with us and in so far as we yield to
i t we make impossible t he tolerance and humaneness
•which mus t yet come into international relations if
there is to be a future for mankind."
" I t is our temptation to assume t h a t because our
opponents are atheists, God must be on our side, and
to overlook the extent to which Communism itself is
a judgement upon the sins and failures of the middle
class world, upon the Christian world."
"The very atheism of Communism is a judgement
upon the churches which for so long were unconcerned
about the victims of the industrial revolution and early
capitalism and which have usually been ornaments of
the status quo no mat te r how unjust i t has been."
Dr. Bennet t feels t h a t many churches not only
reflect but actually contribute to the contemporary
dilemma. They have, he says, avoided the rigorous
discipline known by those who labor a t being relevant.
Fur the r , they have not accepted the challenge to create
dangerously. They are not being relevant ; Dr. Ben-
net t , by ohallanging th i s intransigence, is being vitally
relevant.
I t is an honor to editorially associate ourselves with
t h e efforts of good men and thereby participate in thei r
challenges.
The Tripod has in i ts most recent phase struggled
to avoid concerning itself solely with irrelevances and
thus becoming itself irrelevant. This Editor must , due
to increasing pressures of senior business and off-,
campus commitments, withdraw from a position of
leadership on the paper. I t is my hope t h a t those who
will now direct the Tripod will repor t .what is said by
those with something to say. In so doing let them not
fear to afflict the comforted. And. let them never re-
spect t he pressures and policies of the status quo
seekers and others who are not respectable.
GEORGE F . WILL
| ©asst -Editorial:
(The following editorial first appeared in the
CARLTONIAN, the student, newspaper of Carleton
College, Northfield, Minn.)
Last Spring 30 faculty members of the Brockport
State College, Brockport, New York, signed a one-sen-
tence petition to their Congressman, Harold Osterag,
calling for the abolition of the House Committee on
Un-American Activities as a standing committee. I
Congressman Osterag answered the petition, with aj
"pleased to hear from you; glad to learn your views;'
sorry I can't agree with them." Shortly thereafter, he
sent the petition to the district commander of the Amer-
ican Legion in nearby Rochester, New York. The Le-
gion photostated copies of the faculty signatures and
circulated them among local Legionnaires. Legionnaires
from as far away as Indianapolis called the college pres-i
ident asking'what he was doing about the Reds on
campus.
Later two investigators from the New York State
Bureau of Criminal Intelligence invaded the campus.
One was closeted with the president for more than two
hours while the other wandered around the campus
asking students about the faculty members who had I
signed the petition. Before leaving, the two sleuths |
demanded the president's files on all 30 teachers. Upon1
calling state university officials in Albany, the presi-
dent learned he had to comply with the demand.
Eventually, it was discovered that the local Legion
post had received a letter from a '"higher authority,"
which reminded the local post that it was their duty
to keep a close watch on radicals and subversives on
the college faculty.'• '
I t could happen here.
Editor's Note: It might happen at Carleton, but it
won't happen here. That is, it won't happen here as long




















Letters To The Editor
Knuckle Rapping
o the Editor:
Last Monday's meeting of
lie Interfraternity Council
an hour-and-a-half to
what was already sus-
jok
rove
acted: that the IFC is an in-
ffectual, decayed, politics-
idden organization. In its fail-
ire to do more than rap
'nuckles over a major ques-
ion as to right or wrong fra-
.emity behavior, the IFC dem-
.nstrated conclusively that it
loes not deserve to be the sec
jnd most prestigious elective
jody on campws.
That the IFC is politics-rid-
ien can easily be shown by
..he story of an alternate dele-
gate a few weeks ago. This
alternate was instructed t o
rote with house A on all iss-
ues, unless house A voted
with house B> In that event,
no matter what the question
was, the alternate was to vote
against house B on everything.
With instructions like these,
one can see how difficult it is
for IFC delegates to make an
intelligent decision on any-
thing;
But I digress from- the case
last Monday. It was supposed
to be a trial. To those with
the burden of the great An-
glo-Saxon heritage, a trial us-
ually means that one waits un-
til all the evidence is in before
reaching a verdict. Yet, at
least one fraternity on Vernon
Street instructed its IFC dele-
ate the preceding Wednes-
day on how he was to Vote.
It's nice to hear of a novel in-




to present a report of the inci-
dent at the trial. Yet, one of
the houses involved had no
formal contact with this "in-
vestigating committee." The
only information obtained
from this house was when one
of the three stopped a member
of the fraternity (who was not
present when the incident took
place) on the Long Walk to
ask "what's all this about." I
commend the ' three for , the
thoroughness of their investi-
gation.
The whole dreary story can
be summarized when one of
the delegates remarked at the
trial that it was a "farce" for
for the IFC to be considering
the case. I wonder how many
IFC members are familiar with
Article Two of the By-Laws
which, states that "the IFC is
responsible for the behavior of
aach fraternity."
The simple question the' IFC
had to decide was not whether
a specific action was thelt or
prank; it was whether this ac-
tion, even if a prank, was right.
When fraternities on this cam-
pus have to steal property in








Since the IFC is unwilling
to assume responsibilty for the
fraternity system, but is con-
tent merely to impose bother-
some rushing rules, I propose
the following:
ONE: that the IFC and its
constitution be abolished and
that a Committee on Rushing
be set up in its place;
TWO: that second-semester
three-freshmen be elected to the
Guest Editorial:
only $49.95. The ad, however,
does not mention the total
value oi this instrument , (al-
though It does state that a
child can be taught to operate
it). The impressive picture of
it resting on the coffee table,
next to the latest issue oi
LIFE, during the Saturday eve.
ning cocktail party is sadly
overlooked. Why it would even
fill the periods of silence be-
tween records with polyphonic
ticks, hymns, and maybe even
whistles. • • - - . '
For the more serious im-,|
pression seekers, let me not
forget a book that is rumored
to be forthcoming. Entitled
?EELTIQUETTE, it "is being
written by Emily Toast. (Or is
it Emily Roast?}- This, as the
he should be the last man to ridicule his SUCces-|
af^epentioned status symbol,
Committe on Rushing (since
.rising sophomores are the ones
most affected by rushing rules,
.t would be interesting to hear
-heir views for a change);
THREE: that all responsibil-
ity for fraternity behavior be
returned completely and ex-
plicitly to the Administration.
This would seem to be the
logical consequence of the
Code rejection: Trinity
students are not willing to gov-
ern themselves.
This is the easiest way out
of the lethargic, "don't hurt us
and we won't hurjt you" atti-
tude of IFC's present and past.
One thing is certain: the IFC




Congratulations on your re-
cent article on fallout shelters.
I was edified to learn that the
TRIPOD is becoming increas-
ingly aware of the importance
of- America's newest status
symbol. •
It seems, however, that pos-
sessing just a shelter isn't
enough these days, since 'those
who know' all. have them or
are in the process of acquiring

















(Editor's Note: All those who have followed the
events of this year's campaign for the job as mayor of
New York have been interested to notice the role former
President Eisenhower has played. Ike, a civil v/zr fan
and American moralist, provoked this editorial in the
New York POST with his latest efforts on behalf of
candidate Lefkowitz.)
Bad Night at the Coliseum
General Eisenhower's friends should protect him.
His performance at the Coliseum was as unedifying asj
it was uninspired.
Considering that it was his Administration which
permitted the Soviet Union to outdistance the U.S. in
space
sor's resolve to overcome the Soviet lead by placing a
man on the moon.
The complacency of the General's criticism of the
projected moon-shot was scarcely less dismaying than
the shabbiness of his attack on the Peace Corps and his
jokes at the expense of 23-year-old Margery Michel-
more. To deride the Peace Corps as a "juvenile experi-
ment" betrayed an old man's malice, not the wisdom
and tolerance expected of an elder statesman. By his
own testimony the young men and women who served
under General Eisenhower performed their wartime
mission well; it cannot be the matter of youth that has
ranged him among the critics of the Peace Corps. j *-«
Then what bothers him? Why does the spectacle, of Ci ' f t lTl "fi l l <S{
young men and women seeking to serve their country XT •
out of a sense of idealism and dedication disturb him?
can be a significant boon to
Shelterites. in the event of en-
emy attack. Among other
things, it will remind them
that, during the seasonal rush,
it is proper to shoot women
and children first.
An Equilibrist In Exile
N. Y. Stud'ts
Protest Red
Retirement to Gettysburg1 Acres has plainly neither
liberated the General's spirit nor broadened his vision.
His new crusade to keep the dollar from shrinking into
a "dollarette" and to preserve "fiscal sanity"
preoccupations unworthy of his status.
Oct. 16 — Strong reaction to
the decision of the City Univer-
sity of New York to ban Com-
munist speakers on the cam-
puses of the University was
reflects! expressed today as tudesnt or-
j ganizations from the four mu-
Unhappily Eisenhower increasingly sounds like a] nicipal colleges attacked the
football coach who reached retirement age and is deter-
mind to call plays from the grandstand. This, of course,]
is an occupational hazard of ex-Presidents, but it can-
not be 'described as a dignified exercise.
. . . About Mr., UH, the Attorney General
General Eisenhower's Coliseum avowal that "I have
not known the Attorney General" obliged Senator Javits
to revise his prepared remarks. In the preliminary text
issued by the Senator's office, the transcendent issue
of the campaign had become the "character" of the, man
to be chosen Mayor. There was ''no man in the nation
better qualified" than President Eisenhower to attest
to Louis Lefkowitz's "high character" and his "high
purpose." Unhappily for Javits, not only did Eisenhow-
er say he didn't know Lefkowitz, but he also confessed
he was unfamiliar with the city's problems.
In the light of the Eisenhower performance, Sen.
Javits' added observation that "New Yorkers know Pres.
ident Eisenhower tdo well to discount this as a political
indorsement" may prove to be the historic line of the
campaign*
resolution.
"Academic Freedom, the stu-
dent voice has cried, has beer,
severely violated again" is the
editorial response in the Hunt-
er Arrow. The Kingsman, of
Brooklyn CoEege called the ac-
tion a, "clear violation or free-
dom of speech," while the
Phoenix, of Queens College at-
tacked the "fear and obscurant-
ism" responsible for the deci-
sion.
The Arrow also reported that
student
groups
City, Hunter, Brooklyn, and
Queens Colleges have all con-
demned the ban, maintaing that
it is a violation of the rights
of students and all American
citizens to hear any speaker
they choose as long as this
complies with the Constitution






Last Monday night the Inter-
fraternity Council received the
complaint registered by Pi
Kappa Alpha against Delta.
Phi. Upon examining the facts/
the Interfraternity Council felt
the action of the Delta Phi
pledges was a prank since the
engine was not hidden but left
in plain sight. The purpose of
the IFC is to perpetuate ami-
able relations between frater-
nities. We found no evidence
of any serious antagonism be-
tween Delta Phi and Pi Kappa
Alpha. Although other pranks
have taken place, none have
been previously brought to the
attention of the Interfraternity
Council No precedent having
been established, there seemed
tq be no reason to treat Delta
Phi severely. ••• ..-
The Council does not ap
prove of Delta Phi's actions.
Delta Phi will be sent a letter
of comdemnation warning them
that any violations in the fu-
ture will bring stringent pun-
ishment. The IFC agreed that
any more theft between frater-
nities, no matter how small,
will draw a severe penalty. In
the future, penalties for this
type of infraction will consist
of either a monetary fine, sus-
pension of social privileges,
suspension of rushing rights or




Mr. Kenneth K. Harding,
Field Representative of the
Peace Corps, will be at Trinity
on Monday, November 6. He
will interview students during
the afternoon in the Senate
Room. Interested undergradu-
ates should make appointments
through the Placement Office.
CORRECTION
The Tripod wishes to cor-
rect a typographic mistake
made in a letter to the
editor published in the Oct.
9 issue. The letter, signed
Mr. and Mrs. L e o n a r d
Towers, should have read






A concert by folk singer Pete
Seeger at Temple University
sponsored by a local chapter
of SANE (the Committee for a
3ane Nuclear Policy) was can-
celled by order of the national
organization, according to local
chapter officials.
The reason for the cancella-
tion wag that Seeger has been







Activities. Seegar refused to
answer on the grounds of the
First Amendment to the Con-
stitution, and is presently free
pending-an appeal of .his con-
viction. ;- '.
According to t h e Temple
News, university officials had
no objection to Seeger's con-
cert. The newspaper says that
SANE, which is a national or-
ganization working for peace,
does not include in its program
"any stands on issues connec-
ted with civil liberties, yet the
organization interfered in a
matter involving these issues.1:
. Diana Post, president of the
university chapter of SANE
s,aid of the action, "To me, it
was an. example of conflict be-
tween the conservative andiUn-
conservative m e m b e r s Ox
SANE. There are those who
feel that civil rights and peace
are two separate things. Un-
fortunately, these people wen.
in the majority."
Seeger is a nationally knowi.
folk singer who has been ar
outspoken critic of the HCUA
In 1955, the HCUA questionec
him about his possible connec-
tions vnth the Communist Par-
ty, and about the content oi
his songs.
"PLACEMENT
Dean Karl A. Hill of the
Amos Tuck School of Business
of l i b e r a l Administraton will be on cam-
campuses of pus Wednesday to interview
undergraduates.
Professor Charles O. Greg-
ory of the University of Vir-
ginia Law Schol will be avail-
able for interviews on Thurs-
day, November 2. Appoint-
ments for these interviews
should be arranged through




BLACK TROPICAL DINNER TROUSERS 23.50
INDIAN MADRAS CUMMIRBUND SETS 7.95
WHITE DINNER SHIRTS 9.30 up
DRESS SUSPENDERS • 4.50
BLACK CUMMERBUND SETS 10.95
BLACK HOSE 1.75 up
CUFFLINKS AND STUDS
Clothier Jh'H, Furnisher
24-26 TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN,
Telephone JAckson 5-2139
Open Monday through Saturday
One Hour Free Parking Next To Store
While Shopping With Us
BARRIE LTD.
'if
A new leather and color have been added to
Barrie's selection of Imperial handsewn loafers.
You may buy this popular loafer m either Scotch-
grain, mahogany veal or the new natural veal.
(It will take a terrific bootmaker stain,)
Connecticut's collegiate men's shoe shops
New Haven Hartford
22 Trumbull St.. Next to Henry Miller Co,
Between the Telephone Bldg. and Heublera Hotef
Free Parking in Nearby Lots
7 i
^ r 1 c h a r » l n gh c o n s t l™ ;
River Pilot
^MONDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1961
N.Y.
Ban Willi:
NEW YORK, N.Y, (UPS)—
The latest ban by New York
City municipal colleges on pol-
itical speakers has been aimed
at William F. Buckley, Jr., the
editor of The National K«view.
The National Review, a
weekly magazine with a con-
servative viesvpoint, has held
symposiums and meetings at | "t'
Hunter College for the lastj
five years. This year, the!
meetings were banned bv col-
VHE-. TRINITY TRIPOD CAGE THREE
protested the i the student Marxist Discussion
Q u e e n s
..(continued-from pagel) .
this summer, that ' because of
his American education he
should not expect a high gov-
ernment post.
The young Gambian told the
l ^ 6 N e w Y o r k^ Lnion has filed
a e " a s k l n S Supreme
E d u e a *°n to rent a hall * ° r k T i m e s s a l d ' "Freedom to
lter to Buckley.
Third Banned






for an office, the
would be gone. He does not!
seem disturbed by pie threat. I
Ousman hinted ' -jokingly!
about his wish for importing |
Gambian girls. But he said he
had a date from Smith lastj
listen, to discuss,' and to make weekend and his opinion of the!
sound judgments is the e s - i A m e r i c a n N e w England cot
editorial commenting
b i T N
sence of learning. It was in
this spirfit that Dr. Buell Gal-
tration. The policy sets aside j Queens College nullified an in-
Ihe use of college facilities forjvitation to Communist Party
mitted a ranking Communist
to speak on. the campus but




San Francisco U. Fires
Three Student Leaders
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., beverages, but whether or not
— (UPS) —• Three students at;he knew who had. The board
its
academic use and not • for |national secretary Benjamin
I Davis. Davis had been invited . . _
•to speak before a meeting of j dedication to the principle of
^_ i freedom of > ideas by opening
both colleges to speakers of the
radical left and the radical
right, respectively.''
In a letter to the acting
president of the City ' College,
Dr. Harry N. Rivlin, 25 mem-
bers of the faculty have ev-
pressed their opposition to the
ban on Communist speakers.
Student government leaders
I h f- I""" b r o uSht to ask him the!nave also moved into the fray,
fteir positiLs i^the TaTt ™ S ? l o t i o n after too empty beer a n d «™' distributing a petition
The three are: G. Edward Ste-jbo t t l es were found in the office Q ^ ^ ̂ f t h | cily^olle s
phen, former editor of the uni-jof the Foghorn. Stephen also [tern* "to fight all attempts^"
versity newspaper, the Fog- ] stated to • the USF student legis- j hinder free expression of opin-
fcorn; MiKe Kunath, forme* | lature that no definite proof ions.:>
head yell leader; and Leland|of
- the charge had been estab-
Vandendale, farmer editor of!usned.
the USF literary magazine:
lege circuit remained unblem- i
ished. , . I
Ousman Sallah, river boat!
pilot prodigy, Gambian minis- J
ter-hopeful, Moslem monoga- •
mist, Wollof tribesman, soccer-
standout, speaks with quiet j
confidence and. well - founded)
h o p e . ' • • - . " • .
CHAPEL SCHEDULES
TUESDAY
8:0G.a.m. Senior Lay Readers: Mike Getlin and
Roger Nelson
5:00 p.m. Christian Association Study Group
: "The Life of The Church;" Commit-
tee Room—Mather.
8:30 p.m. Christian Assolation — Mather.
"Responsibility In Integration."
WEDNESDAY
7:30 a.m. All Saints Day: Holy Communion
followed by a light breakfast.
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
11:30 a.m. Professor Andrian on "Unamuno
and The Tragic Sense of Life."
SUNDAY ,
9:00 a,m. Holy Communion
5,:00 p.m. College Vespers; The Rev. William A.
Johnson
In Book
Henry Miller, author of jfeeis are bound up with intent-
"Tropic of Cancer", will stayjtions, and these hi turn ara
out of the controversy incited governed by Jaws of e«nj>n!»
! by the banning of his book in
' Hartford.
According' to his publisher,
sion as rigid as nature's own.
That is something- vrliioh iron-
creative individuals seldom uu-
Grove -Press, Miller does n ot j
d e i ' s t a n d ! - "
wish to comment or become in-
volved in the controversy.
, Miller's decision not to get
involved is well in fitting with! is "raw obscenity", two years
his Character. He has never led ago when a. ban against "Sex-
Although Miller hasn't com-
mented on State Atty. John D.
Labelle's ruling that "Tropic"
Stephen was dismissed Oct.
5. The official reason for their
The reasons for Kunath's
dismissal are even vaguer. Ku-|
nath said he felt, he was fired
firing was -possession of alco-1 because of "a string of minor
5! holic Beverages on campus:
£ but a variety of other reasons
|e . have been offered as the true
7~ causes of their dismissals.
3? San Francisco metropolitan
.P newspapers have claimed that
g- it was differences over "pbi-
R- losophies," not alcohol, which
t? led to Stephen's dismissal. Ste-
phen himself offers a different j played a role.
offenses linked together to in-
dicate irresponsibility." T h s
Dean of Students, Father Fran-
cis T. Moore, says Kunath was
dismissed because he urged
freshmen to participate in
more activities during Initia-
tion than the regulations allow,
and that other personal reasons
cause.
According to Stephen, he was
The only one of the firings
which seems not to have led to
dismissed because he refused | any questions about its causes
to cooperate with the uniyer-jis that of Vandendale. He and
Sity's disciplinary board. He j university officials agree that
claims he was not asked if he (he was fired because of public
had consumed any alcoholic I criticism of the administration.
Law Test Explanation
An explanation of the newly A. Geogheg'an, Assistant Dep-
(Continued from Page 1)
the US. Government until he
acts—at which time there are
laws to take care of him
without resorting to perjury
laws.
More important, such out-
spoken critics as Harvard
President, N a t h a n Pusey
argue the affidavit is dis-
criminatory in that it singles
out students and implies that
they are less loyal than their
fellow countrymen. If the
principle of the disclaimer is
accepted, they say, rthen itj
should be applied to everyone
T- farmers, veterans, persons
on relief—and they should all
have to sign a disclaimer.
Opponents claim the affi-
davit reverses the basis of
laws in this country, but as-
suming guilt until innocence
of subversive beliefs is proven
by signing the disclaimer.
say
Political Science Club
Plansi Mock U. iV. Session
enlarged Law School Adinis- u t y Attorney General of the^f e o opponents oQJ
«ons Test will be offered a , | U n i t e d S t a tes will be one o l | t h e r e c a n b e n o tetter way of
Boston College Law School, m f o u r speakers on the program. d i s s u a d i n C T - a n y w h o " d o be-
Brighton, Mass., S a t u r d a y ,
Nov. 4.
No reservation or previous
invitation is required to the
9:45 a.m. session. Mr. William
Pre-legal students will also
have the opportunity to ob-
lieve in the overthrow of the
government than by ' giving
lege Law School.
WASHINGTON DIMES!, INC.
Lobsters to Charcoal Broiled Beefburgers
"Quality Food at Sensible Prices"
Open 7 days 4:30 a.m. to Midnight
175 WASHINGTON ST. CH 7-6272
serve a mock trial conducted ffiem a n e d u c a ; t i o n s o they
by the seniors of Boston Col- c a n w e i g h ^ t h e r e l e v a n t data
and discover for themselves the
best political system.
There, for the time being,
jthe mater r e s t s . Congress
(passed the NDEA for two
more years without amend-
ment, but President Kennedy
expressed the hope in his state-
i ment on the bill that. Congress
[would reconsider it next year
i and, among other amendments,
1 delete the "discriminatory and
I ineffective non-Communist dis-
I claimer. affidavit."
•I-
HAVE A BALK Every semester
h.as its bright spots-and y6u can
enjoy them even more with
a refreshing glass of Bud®.
Where there's life
A mock session of the U.N.
Security Council will be held
here early in the second seme-
ster, according to Hin-Seak
Leng, president of the Political
Science Club.
Guest delegates will' be in-
vited from surrounding New
England colleges and univer-
sities to participate in the 11-
nation representation. Topics
of discussion will be for the
most part limited to situations
already discussed in the U. N.
during the past year: Kuwait.
Bizerte, Angola, the Congo and
others.
For the keynote address the
Club is optimistic "about obtain-
ing Adlai Stevenson and , a
Soviet official as well.
Plans Not Final
Presently p l a n s for this
event are in the embryonic
stage with Frank Ross King
Jr. as Secretary of the Con-
ference. Interest is excellent,
Leng reported.
The Club will also send four
delegates to a conference at
Skidmore College on
concerning "India and
Affairs". This is the first year
BECOBD EXAMINATION
Graduate Record Examina-
tion, required by many grad-
uate schools, will be given at
Trinity three times during the
i current academic year, Ni>
been active in previous legisla- vmber 18, January 26
tures. This year two Trinity
students will be chairmen- of
executive committees.
The president hopes by these
activities to make the Political
Science Club the most active
student organization on. cam-
pu^. The Senate R o o m has
been filled to overflowing at
the past two meetings.
Next week Egypt, Israel, Po-
land, and the USSR will be
discussed by members who
have travelled recently in those
areas. All interested are in-,
vited to attend.
April 28. Applications to take
this examination must be on
file in the office of the Edu-
cational Testing Service in
Princeton no later than 15
days before the date of the
examination. The next such
deadline is November 3 which
means that they should be
sent from Hartford by Novem-
ber 1. •
Application forms a n d
other information may be ob-
tained from ' Dr. Meade in
Boardman Hall or frorft Miss





his books have been banned.
Quiet Life
Now approaching 70, he has
| lived quietly, writing and trav-
•'eling most of his life and, ac-
cording to those who know
him well, is an ordinary, dull
looking man.
Raised in Brooklyn, Miller
attended Eastern District. High
j School there and in 1909 enter-
I ed City College of New York,
which he quit after two
months.
During the next 20 years,
Miller held a variety of incon-
spicuous jobs. He worked in
his father's tailor shop, was an"
j employment m a n a g e r for
Western Union, operated a
speak-easy in Greenwich vil-
lage in prohibition days, and
served with the War Depart-
ment during World War II.
European Years
The years from 1930-1940 he
spent 'almost entirely in Eur-
ope. It was during these years
that he wrote "Tropic of Can-
cer", "Tropic of Capricorn"
and "Black Spring".
From its publication in
France in 1934, "Tropic of
Cancer has been both denounc-
the annual event.
In addition, sometime in
November the American Acad-
emy of Political Science with
headquarters at Columbia Uni-
versity will be; having its fall
meeting in the Waldorf As-
toria in New York City. The
NEWARK, DEL. —(I.P.)—
Dean of Students John E. Ho-
cutt of the University of Dela-
ware has outlined reasons for
the University's policies with
respect t o student - operated
the 1961-62 academic year, only
•commuters will be eligible to
operate motor vehicles on cam-
pus and in the city.
•With greatly increased en-
rollments forecast for the next
decade, land which the Univer-
sity now owns or will purchase
must be used for academicClub hopes to send observers "mf.\ "K i " iuI.+ <«--*
u«"^
to their discussion of - T h e bmidmgs or dormitories Re-
Other Side of Foreign.Aid.".
To Represent Trinity
Leng1 and Kevin O'Brian will
represent Trinity Dec. 6-9 .at
the West Point conference on
"American National Security".
This event, organized by West
Point cadets, is a yearly func-
tion attended by about 450
delegates from all parts of the
United S t a t e s . Specifically,
they will deal with the Atlantic
Community: its political and
to resident students who have
a physical disability which
makes travel by automobile
necessary.
While these regulations have
us" was being appealed in the
Norwegian Supreme Court,
Miller wrote the following to
his lawyers:
"I do not implore you to sus-
pend or withhold judgment of
me or my work. Neither I nor
my work is that important. -
(One eometh, another gneth.)
WJiat concerns me is the harm
you are doing- yourselves . . .
When you write me off the
books, so to speak, will' you
find your food and wine more
palatable, will you sleep bet-
ter, will you be a better man.
These are the things that mat=
ter—what happens to you, not
what you do to me."
Peace Corps
. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
(UPS)—Charles Kamen, a vol-
unteer for the Peace Corps
who broke into the -news be-
ed and praised. Although ban- |^" s e o f - ^ activities' at a
ned from the United States and s h a w n l S o £ t h e f ) l m "peraUon
England, it has been lauded Abolition,' 'has bee nrejectedb h Py t e eace Corps.
Officials of the Peace Corps
financial and •' parking prob-
lems, there also are important
educational advantages to be
realized. As has been true on
other campuses where automo-
biles have been restricted, aca-
demic performance has uni-
formly improved. Moreover, so-
cial, cultural and intellectual
programs, especially on week-
cent bids submitted on parking ends, have shown simiar and
areas and driveways call for an n o t unrelated improvement.
been enacted as a solution to I language employed, no matter
by such literary figures as T.
S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, Law- . , t, . .. .
rence DuWell, John dos Passos, * a l d t l l a t . K a m e n w a s rejectea
Sir Osbert Sitwell, and George b e ^ " S , e l i e w a f incompatible
Orwell j W l t " the project for which he
About his own. style, Miller*was b e i n S t r a i n e d ' Officials
has written: "Whatever the
expenditure of approximately
$235 per car accommodated.
These figures include o n l y
Studies at other universities
have shown an inverse rela-
tionship between high aca-
dents.
grading and surfacing and do demic performance and the op-
not include the much greater j eration of a. motor vehicle on
cost of the land .itself or the campus by undergraduate stu-
building of high-rise parking
facilities.
"When funds for basic edu-
cational programs and faculty
salaries already are so difficult
how objectionable
may be certain that there was
no other idiom possible. Ef-
Scholarship
Announced
OCT. 26 — 'President Albert
C. Jacobs announced today a {"Operation Abolition" at a
memorial scholarship for stu showing sponsored by a Miami
Kamen has only
been rejected from this proj-
ect, and that be may be con-
sidered'for a different one if
he wishes to reapply after he
finishes his graduate work
Kamen has entered the Uni-
versity of Chicago Law School,
Members of Congress and
other persons have questioned
Kamen's acceptability f o r
Peace Corps work because he
objected loudly to parts of
tions.
The fifth annual model U.
Assembly in Montreal, a three
economic aspects, and its -re-Ko obtain, we believe it would
lationship with developing na- be unwise, indeed, to invest
such large amounts in parking'
lots," Dean Hocutt added.
Many other colleges and uni-
day affair will be held at-the j versifies, especially those in




clave, organized by Me G i l l
University, Montreal Univer-
have a policy similar to that]
which the University has ini-
sity, and" St. Joseph's College j tiated.-- Under the provisions
in Montreal, will be attended of the Student Motor Vehicle
Code, students who commute
daily from, their homes and
by two Trinity delegates.
Finally the Political Science
Club intends to participate
powerfully in the upcoming
Connecticut Interstate Student j automobile is necessary will be
Legislature that takes p l a c e given'priority. Special permits
^ NEW
University of New Mexico's
student newspaper has man-
aged to keep itself out of
trouble as its editor was ar-
who live at such distances \?estf' another . student pub-
from the campus that travel by I l l c a t l o n ,*«? fared somewhat
• - • • — - worse. "Mirage," the univer-
g
each year in the Captitol build-
ing fn Hartford./Irinity has
also will be made available
by the De,u,rf Students' staff
£? bem thecontroversy ever
New Mather Hours
Beginning- this week end, new hours will be main-
tained for Mather Hall. On Friday and Sunday evenings,
the Lonnge will lie left open until midnight to accommo-
date those students who wish to view TV or to entertain
guests. On Saturday evening, the Lounge will be open
until 1:30 a.m.
This change in. hoars was approved by the Mather
Hall Board of Governors at a recent meeting. The request
for the change capie from students who expressed interest
in having a place where they could entertain guests or
relax. This ehangre does not affect the Cave hours.
ONLYMIDREY HEPBUIH GOIU PUY
HOLLY GOLiGHTLV...THE MOST HILARIOUS HEROINE
WHO EVER RUMPLED THE PAGES OF A - •
BEST-SELLING NOVEL... COMING TO
YOUR FAVBHITE THEATRE IN PARAMOUNT'S
"BREAKFAST I T TIFFANY'S"
ficially condemned the year-
I book.
i The controversy has center-
| ed . on the emphasis in "Mir-
age'^ of such extracurricular
activities as parties, drinking
bouts and generally "rowdy"
events, and on the "racy" cap-
tions which appeared under
some of the photographs m the
j yearbook.
j At a recent meeting, the Re-
gents entered the fray, passing
a resolution condemning "Mir-
age" and demanding that ac-
tion be taken, to insure that
such objectionable features
would not reappear/ in future
issues of the yearbook.
The Regents claim that the
yearbook is "not a credit to
the university," and that the
last issue was one-sided, slight-
ing scholastic activities in fa-
vor of social events. They di-
rected the university admin-
istration to evaluate its pub-
lications procedures to pre-
clude the possibility of similar
occurrences in the future.
The UNM board of Student
Publications ,made up of five
students and four faculty
members, will determine what
actions should be taken. The
board determines policies for
the three university publica-
tions.
K . N E OF BEERS . ANHEUSER






dents from the Western New
York area has been established
at Trinity.
The scholarship, a memorial
to the Rt. Rev. Cameron J.
Davis '94, will be awarded for
the first time in September,
1962 to students on the basis
of their intellectual promise,!
their character and 'demonstra-
ted leadership.
Fla. Rotary club.
In the midst of the contro-
versy over Kamen's acceptabil-
ity to the Peace Corps, he was
drafted. His draft board re-
fused to defer him tor the
Peace
more
Corps, setting off still
furor because of the
MEDICAL INTERVIEWS




Officials have declined to
coment o nthe part security
regulations may have played
Dr. Cross of the University in Kamen's rejection. One
of Pittsburgh Medical School spokesman said, "If the Corps
will interview students on announced the reasons for re-
"Tuesday, October 31. Appoint-j jecting volunteers, this would,







the FIRST N1GHTER .
' COMPLETE
FORMAL
JL JL JL JE\ <L*
AT ONLY $59.95
Entire Outfit Includes..
Smart natural shauidered jacket with proper
pleafiess trousers that are a tnus? for every
young man's wardrobe. Dress shirt, cummer-
bund and tie, cuff finks and stud set, sus-
penders and handkerchief give a red rich-
ness to this value among fine men's s fy^S-
Get yours now in advance of the parties
and dances . . .
m
> $ * •
102 Asylum Street
Charge Accounts invited
Open Mon. thru Sat. . . . Thurs. ' t i l 9.
R-
FOUR THE TRINITY TRIPOD
MONDAY, <XTO#£R 30,
St. Anthony Hall Approves
Pledging Of Negro At Yale
Ian Bennett, president of the
Delta Psi fraternity, told the
Tripod today that the Yale
but the chapter later announced, Mottley, a" sophomore frotn
it accepted Mottley and 24 oth-j Trinidad, runs the quarter-
er men pledged. jmile for the Yale track team.y  j
Delta Psi's chapter in accept- j Bennett stated that the Uni-1 He and Stanley B. Thomasing a Negro for membership
had doiie so with the full assent
of the '"Trinity chapter.
Bennet said that the Trinity
chapter- of Delia Psi, known as
St. Anthony Hall, had been
iersiiy of Virginia chapter j of New York, who was accept-
was not the only Delta Psi;ed by Kappa Epsilon frater-
chaper to protest the accept-inity earlier this fali, .are the
a-nce of the Negro. The Uni-'only Negroes admitted- to Yale
versiy of Mississippi also ob -fraternities in recent history:
jected, te said. Delta Psi has! Richard C .Carroll, dean of
undergraduate affairs at Yale,consulted by the Yale chapter ] a t o t a l o I n m e chapters.. , „ _
before the decision was made! Bennett further remarked j indicated" that; any -fraternity
to accept Wendell A. Mottley. ^a t some of the Yale alumni; with (Jiscriminatory" practices




Mottley was pledged despite
the protests oi five University
of Virg'ina brothers, who flew
400 miles to stop the initiation.
Five Protest
The fiv'e Virginia members of
Delta Psi chartered a plane
Thursday, and flew to Yale in
attempt .to persaude the- Yale
chapter*jjot to accept Mottley
They were given a hearing.
Senate Defeats Faculty
Committee Seat Motion
OCT. 23—Sen. David Lee
tonight called the Senate "fair-
ly powerless and frustratingly
gutless' in getting its resolu-
Comrnittee on Administi-ation.
Lee's declaration came in








o £ manuScripts must be submitted
marrying Marilyn Monroe? Doj to t j l e judges, Mr. Minot'and
you yearn to be another Ar-;Mr. Nichols, by 4 p.m., Tues-
thur*MiUer? Well,
the Faculty S e n a t e petition the group for
"''a seat and vote on the Facul-
ty Committee. "Let's put a
little punch behind our resolu-
tions," the senator challenged.
Sen. James Sweeney dis-
agreed with Lee, arguing that
there ijs greater power in tact
more than forty Jive minutes;*311 il °»e Vote" I f m* ™"
Typed, - double-spaced t I on w 6 r e bought to the com-
mittee, S\ve?ney declared,




14-member dance i lure free set-ups -and tto eork-
I OCT. 26—The Rev. Jamfc?
! J. Robinson tonight ehallengec.
I Trinity student* interested in
'helping to create a "dynamic,
bold relationship" with Africa
tb enter the Cr6s£roafls Africa
program.
Rev. Robinson, the founder
and director of Crossroads Af-
rica., described the prog: '•"« •'
"neither a tourist joy rid* or
a safari." He stated the pc6-
gram was a work study CftmJ>
project which would take 220
college students to 14 African
countries this summer.
The program accept* H6 gov-
ernment funds, Saia Rev. R6fe-
inson, so it tan mov£" Geeper
and quicker" with the African
states. He expressed MS appre-
ciation that the Carnfju!; Che*t
had listed CrofeSroaafe- a* one
of its charities.
Busy Communist*
While the Communists have
Robinson. As a result of his:
>rogram, Israel and Germany;
.low sponsor similar student
African projects. :
Robinson claimed the United j
•StateS has "too much gride In;
W'Mt sM is doing for the
world. Me warned that busi-:
ness men will have to get in- j
tcr-a-stad" in Africa U they ivant;
.0 protect their capita!, i
He stated America is more-
responsible for the situation}
in the Union of South Africa]
than they realize for American |
capital has dominant control:
6i much oi the business. - j
Commenting on the eace
Corp postal c'*v& Incident, Dr.
Roftinson said the corp should1
have slaved behind her. "It
proves they are not sure ftl
themselves yet." A stu{t*rtt is
such a program must frsv*
Crossroad* i< looKMnjir ftit
'•briight tough minded" y6unjr
studenis who want to work for
a bold creative program. *4i<t
Robinson. Students Are chosfft
irrespective of race And r£lfj;i>
on.
Students whs kri chd^en wifl
be required to writ* * Wri*
paper on some African topifc
and to. attend orientation s£S-
siors in \Ya=hin£ton. E*ch *hi-
'̂ent mint rais* $&06 t6wtrd*t
the coPt. , Jio»irt*ort ŝ ifi if
enough students from this Si'**
apply, language ciassss may ht
held'at H&rtford Seminary.
]Kaye in- the do w n s t a i r s
I lounges, w i 11 highlight this
[year's Sophomore Hop Friday,
Nov. 17 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
at Mather Hall.
Two full
j bands, Laity E l g a r t in thek g e K s . i n a d a i t i o n t6 R door! been training people to work
'Washington Room, and Bobby p r i Z e ^ . ft ? g 0 s p o r t c o a t d o _ j m A f t k a tor ytfa.f "Stttfcd "
naterl by Allan Collins oi We&t j inSon, the United Stat--*
Hartford. - . . |done nothing. Not until
The Hop will initiate the an- \^^ the State Department
| nual . Homecoming festivities!3- special department to
^ e formal affair will t e a - j f ^ include', the .Wesleyan with African affairs.
 ; r. hols, 
you just .day. December. 19.
might get that chance, for the There is no promise that any
Jesters are sponsoring their!of the plays will be produced
third annual undergraduate or- With_ Death of a " " ~ ~ -Salesman
iginal one-act Play Contest.
No, the Jesters do not guar-
Miss Monroe w
the chance to





that he thought the importance
now in rehearsal and two ms-jof the subjects discussed ov
| Taste of Honey
j OCT. 30—Shelagh Delaney's
football game and the Pipes'
Saturday night concert, fiut-
ton-Dtfwn Sounds.
"Thirty per cent o€ former
Crossroads members are nsw
working in Africa," said Dr.
|
productions scheduled for; the
« ^ ^ Ĵ  | t o o
tofourth. But if
the scripts reveal exceptional
Faculty Committee was
g r e a t f o r u f l d e r g r a d u a t 6 s
]y. Maybe that will lure Miss
Monroe, or at least her double,
into going out with you. At any | l s PP> . „ * • • ,
rate vou have nothing .to lose.^nticipate that bills of original
. „ , , - . - -t istudent written and directed
All. you have to do is write
a one-act play for stage prod-
uction, no less than fifteen nor
3IORE STUDENT PJDAYS
"When the Fine Arts Center , .
said Mr. Nichols, "i!tl(>n by a large margin.
mittee discusses individual pro-
fessors and administrative
problems as well as Senate
resolutions, McNuIty stated.
The Senate defeated the mo-
! Critics' Best Play from'Abroad |
I award, is scheduled for a two i
day run at the Bushnell Me-j
moriai in Hartford. ;
Tickets to the two perform-j
ances, 8:30 p.m Monday and!
Tuesday, November 6 and. 7, j
range from S5.40 to $2.10. j
[Tickets are now available fromi
| the Bushnell Box Office. In' .
I ordering bv mail send a stamp- j ftle' while
ed self addressed envelope-
I Jaguars, Sigma Nu Likely
Opponents'In. IM Playoff
by Pete Rinxler
Oct. 28 — As fhs intramural
football season draws to S.




must be received by the
Transcript Secretary, Mrs.
Victoria Smith, oi the Reg-
istrar's Office not later than
Wednesday noon of the
week they are to be sent
out.
Please make cheeks pay-
able to: Trustees of Trinity
College as alt transcripts
must be paid for when re-
quested.
become part of the i
schedule. After all, we I
are not. doing the whole job of j
teaching the playwright unless j
we can actually show him;
What his work looks, and:
sounds likejn the hands of the;
director and actors." i
1 Mr. Nichols'added hopefully,:
i"While Edward Albee, author;
\ of The Zoo Story and Ameri- j
; can Dream, was at Trinity, he i
jvvas a very active Jester. And
j Prof. Michael Campo, one of
iAlbee's fellow Jesters, recalls
; that Albee took great interest
; and was very active in every j
I phase of production. Wouldn't
it he gratifying: to encourage
.another such talent9 '
Number of Students by-Major Subjects (excluding



















































































The Jaguars, paced by end
John Fenrich halfback Barry
' e c k h a m and quarterback
Brian Brooks, completed an
undefeated season, nipping sec-,
ond place Crow in the decisive
game. The Jaguars allowed
only seven points all season,
and much of this is due to
their rough forward wall con-
i sisting of Mike Dearin^tOn, attd
i a pair of 200. pound tackles,
: Joe Martire and Ken South-
worth.
] Meanwhile, in the other cir-
i cuit, Sigma Nu won their last
I game with a 31-6 victory over
I AD. End Pete . Meehan and
quarterback Don W o o d r u f f j
j each tallied twice. Signta Nu'sj
I defensive line, anchored byi.
Dan Saklad .and Lenny Day,
has held the opposition tb
only twelve points.
• It • is against this 6pposing.
array that St. Anthony's Hall
will take thfe .field next week
Nu has at in an attempt to gain..*, tie fdr
tie for the! the crown. Although k A's is
undefeated, it has tied twice.
If they win, the two teams, will
meet again in-M playoff £ame.
The eventual Nation&l League
winner will face th* *trang
Jaguar team on Tuesday, Ndv.
7 for the championship.
Th£ present standings bas*d
on scores turned in it the























runners wer* victorious this;
arternoon by the narrowest of;
rnar&im over Avon OW Farms. ]
The top ten finishers were;
fevenly split among the twoj
tfeami. It was the differene? j
between & ninth and a 10th}
I plaes that finally pulled Trini-!
' ty to victory 28 to 2T. • !
Captain " Malcolm McfMwn
lert from the start to win byi
eight Rec6flds Over his nearest]
competitor. Th& Ssntsm *tar'S;
V#ry Excellent 14:3^ wait the;
stetod fastest in the history 6f j
the course. ". j
Trinity'i Second and tha'd:
runnerS, John Syer «nd Em-|
mett Miller, placed fourth and|
Sixth respectively in this race!
^vith personal best times for
I b6th. The Bantam top five was
completed by Mike. Long in
seventh and Charlie Clas& n̂ in
ninth. •
The team h*s" benefit^ Srreat-.
ly from the coaching of Mr. i
William Stnith '56, ex-Trinity \
trAek co-captain now with the"
Engineering Department. Aft-:
er,.recent schedule foul-ups, th-*;
imformal CfGs£ country team i.= ,
weighing the possibilities 6f;
itoming kn independent Trini-
ty Track Club separate .from.




OCT. 2SU-In * tuning i
its eomiftg: contest* with
beatfm Tufts afttt 6nc*-tiMl
Trinity, Amherst today SttV
jected Wesleyan to a 4S - k
pounding. The win Opened tn*
Lord Jeffs' defense of their
little three crown SM l«ft
them with a perfect 5-0 i*»idn
record. Wesleyan has yet tft
win in five attempts.
In other New Englmnft small
coliese foot&all play. Tufts
handM WilHArtis tft*ir Second
defeat of the ea.m^aitn 14-6.
The only previous Williams 16s*
came at the hands of Trinity '
in the Season's operter.
Coast Guard will ent*r their
contest with Trinity next Sat-
urday with a 2-3 tn*.rk f61lew-























WHAT HAPPENS ON CAMPUS SATURDAY NIGHT? if you could peek into an
average campus on Saturday night you would see students planning a hunger-
strike and smoking Luckies, ironing their Sunday suits and smoking Luckies,
playing dominoes and smoking Luckies. College students smoke Luckies all the
time—and more of them than any other regular cigarette. If you go to college,
you should smoke Luckies. It's expected of you.
CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
a/ c/Ac K^/rruuectn- <Javaazi=\xrt?m<t*?# — (Javaceo- is our middle name
way ©
Like about 239.0CO miles if you're part of the
scientific team at Ford Motor Company's
Aeronutronic Division in Newport Beach,
California.
A leader in missile development, Aeroni;-
tronic was assigned to build the U.S.'s first
moon capsule for the NASA Ranger lunar
exploration program. This 300-pound instru-
mented package will.be launched by a laroer
spacecraft for impact on the moon's surface
where it will transmit computer data to earth.
Meanwhile, back on this planet, men n.nd
ideas are in constant motion at Aeronutro-"-.",
planning scientific break-throughs which -.vill
effectively transform new concepts inio'prac'!-
cal products fof industry and defense.
Aeronutronic has been awarded prime
coniracis for the Air Force "Blue Scout"
rocket-space program; the development of
DECOYSjn the Air Force"ICBNA program;
SHILLELAGH surface-to-surface guided mis-
siles for the Army,
Ford Motor Company recognizes the vital
relationship of science to national security.,
Through our Aeronutronic Division sup-
plemented by our scientific research and
engineering facilities at Dearborn, Michigan,
we actively support iong-range basic resr5-i-r'.'h
as an indispensable source of today's secur::/
and tomorrow's products. This is ar.oit.or
example of Ford's leadership through
scientific research snef engineering.
FHOBUCTS FOB THE AMERICAN ROAD • THI FARK . mt>U»T«Y • A»» tM* AM pt
MOTOR COMPANY
j Ar^encan Road, Csafbom. Michigan
MONDAY, OCTOBER 30,
Dathme
Not To Be Outdone-
Sideline




say Viere hasn't been any excitement around
campus this Fall? You must be some kind of ovmd
spending your Saturday afternoons locked up in "your
Toom with the books. Wander down toward the athletic
fields one of these weekends and you'll quickly change
your opinion about excitement.
Yes, for four weeks in a row, Trinity students have
literally been leaping and screaming over a non-intellec-
tual phase of college life—sports. First our supposedly
mediocre football team triggered the shouting with
their bold, last-minute antics against St. Laurence,
Tufts, and Colby. Now the soccer team is trying to get
in on the act.
This past Saturday, while Dan lessee's "minute-
men" were far from home entertaining football fans in
Transylvania, Roy Bath's squad decided that this was
their big chance to swipe some of the thunder from
their pigskin counterparts. They couldn't have picked
& better time to carry out their plans, for Williams was
the opponent,
WILLIAMS TOP-FLIGHT TEAM
This school had dealt the Bantams bitter defeat
during the past two campaigns, and this year the
Ephmen were rated among the top elevens in New Eng-
land collegiate soccer. Yes, this would' certainly be an
ideal opportunity to show up those flashy footballers.
The first half of Saturday's contest did^not give
much indicator! of what the Dathmen had in mind.
Williams, true to form, controlled the ball well and
seemed ready to score at the slightest Trinity miscue.
Then came the second half—which most Trinity follow
ers are fast coming to realize means everything around
here.
A fired-up Bantam squad returned to the field fol-
lowing the half-time break. As in the Tufts gridiron
battle, Trinity partisans sensed that something big
was in the making.
Buzz Thompkins brought everyone to his feet at
4:45 of the third period when he rammed a bullet-like
shot into the Williams net. From then on the burden
was placed on the Bantam defense.
POST SEASON TOURNEY
Doug Anderson, Baird Morgan, and Wes Feshler
showed all present how a defense should operate.
Hustle—that's not the -word for it—daring is more like
it. Along with goalie Dick Schectman, this trio turned
in a truly spirited performance. They did their job. Wil-
liams didn't score. " . . _
How did Saturday's upset, win over Williams com-
pare to the recent football uphill victories ? It followed
the 1961 Trinity come-from-behind pattern almost to
the letter — first half lethargy, second half vitalty,
lockerroom bliss. Also comparable is the dazzling dis-
play of determined second-half defense exhibited by
both elevens. Finally, and by far of prime importance,
is the united effort which has been so evident in both
the soccer and football victories. Both squads can be
most proud of this outstanding trait.
No matter how disheartened the football team may
now feel over their tie with St. Laurence, this soccer
contingent can be even more regretful about their
opening game loss to MIT, for they thoroughly out-
played the Engineers and'rightly deserved a triumph
in that one. Although the Dathmen can not go on to
an undefeated season now due to this loss, they could
possibly receive a bid to the NCAA regional post sea-
son tournament by winning the remander of their
games. • - •
Good luck, Dathmen—for you too are our team.
y Touted Williams, 1-
Post Game Bedlam'
BY MAEMEE
CO-CAPTAIN DOUG ANDERSON heads
ball towards fellow Bantam, Jim DeVou, dur-
ing action at Trinity Field Saturday. Ander-
son was instrumental in containing Wil-
liams' vaunted offense enabling Trinity to
upset Ephmen 1-0.
Frosh Extend Mark To 3-0
BY JOHN O'NEIL
OCT. 27—The freshman soc-
cer team produced their second
wii/of the week and stretched
their winning streak to three
as the Schultzmen blasted
Springfield today 5-1. Spring-
field, playing its last game of
the season, went down to de-
feat at the hands of Ousman
Sallah, Rosco Doorley and
Mark Josephson who account-
ed for the Bantams' five goals.
Strong showings were again
put in by Ed Lazzerini, Al'
Haemerli and Ched Markovich.
After > a scoreless first quar-
ter, the'Bantams came to life
11:30 of the second period
when Doorley lofted a kick in-
to the upper corner of the
nets. With three minutes left
in the half, Ousman Sallah took
control of the situation at mid-
field as he dribbled past four
Springfield defenders before
finally booting the ball past
Springfield goalie Mike Bubb.
In the middle of the third pe-
riod Sallah literally smashed
one past Bubb, as he took the
goalie completely out ot the
play before scoring the Ban-
tams third tally. Mark Joseph-
son, who had been nursing a
leg injury, made it 4-0 as he
took a' beautiful pass from
Doorley and toed it into the
nets.
Williams Real Test
Sallah, who played a spectac-
ular game both defensively and
offensively, made it 5-0 as he
scored his third goal and the
Bantams' last tally in the final
period. The Trin center-for-
ward continually amazed the
losers, who could do nothing
but despair over the fact that
they could rarely stop him. .
Center forward Fred Rice
scored the lone goal for the
losers with a little less than
five minutes in the game as he
drilled one past Trin goalie
Ted Siebert.
With three victories under
their belt, the Bantams now
face a tough Williams team at
Williamstown on November 4.
MIDDLETOWN OCT 23 —
The Schultzmen gained their
second consecutive victory to-
day as they downed the Wes-
leyan Junior Varsity 5-1. Ous-
man Sallali, Dave Auchincloss,
Dan Swander arid Mark Jos-
ephson hit the scoring column
with Sallah scoring two goals
and Josephson, Swander and
Auchincloss scoring one each
All Trinity scoring occurred
in the first half. Fullbacks Al
Haemerli and Ed Lazzerini
continued, turning in. work-1
horse performances w h i l e
Ched Markovich and Pete
Sturrock contributed heavily I
in the win. ,
The Trinmen took an early i ^
first period lead over the JV's ^
when Rosco Doorley dribbled
past the Wesleyan defense and
then crossed the ball over to
Sallah who had little trouble
putting it into the nets. At
18:50 oi the first quarter, Jos-
ephson boomed a penalty kick
into the upper corner of the
goal giving the Bantams a 2-0
lead.
Swander Connects
In the second quarter the
Bantams took over where they
had left off as halfback Auch-
incloss took an indirect kick
which ricocheted off a defend-
ing. Wesleyan fullback and in-
to the goal. At 8:00 of the
same quarter Sallah scored his
second goal of the afternoon
on a pass from Swander. In
the -remaining seconds of the
half, Swander made it 5-0 as he
took a pass, from Josephson
and "drilled it into the nets.
Wesleyan outside - left Tom
Wilson saved his team from
being shut out as he' booted
one past Frosh goalie Don Kolfo
just before the final gun
sounded..
(.Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", eie.)
HUSBANDS, ANYONE?
It has been alleged that coeds/go to college for the sole purpose
of finding husbands. This is, of course, an infamous canard, and
I give fair warning that, small and spongy as I am, anybody
who says such a dastardly thing when I am around had better
be prepared for a sound thrashing!
Giris go to college for precisely the same reasons as .men do:
to broaden their horizons, to lengthen their vistas, to. drink af
the fount of wisdom. But, if, by pure chance, while a girl is
engaged in these meritorious pursuits, a likely looking husband
should pop into view, why, what's wrong with that? Eh? What's
wrong with that?
The question now arises, what should a girl look for in a
husband. A great deal has been written on this subject. Some
say character is most important, some say background, some
say appearance, some say education. All are wrong.
The most important thing—bar none—in a husband is health.
Though he be handsome as Apollo and rich, as Midas, what good
is he if he just lays around all day accumulating bedsores?
The very first thing to do upon meeting a man is to make
sure he is sound of wind and limb.r Before he has a chance to
sweet-talk you, slap a thermometer in his mouth, roll back his
eyelids, yank out Iris tongue, rap his patella, palpate his thorax,
ask him to straighten out a horseshoe with his teeth. If he fails
these simple tests, phone for an ambulance and go on to the •
next prospect. ,
If, however, lie turns out to be physically fit, proceed to the
second most important requirement in a husband. I refer to a
sense of humor.
A man who can't take a joke is a man to be avoided. There
axe several simple tests to find out whether your prospect can
take a joke or not. You can, for example, slash his tires. Or burn
his "Mad" comics. Or steal his switchblade. Or turn loose his
pet raccoon. Or shave his head.
After each of these good-natured pranks, laugh gaily and
shout "April Fool! If he replies, "But this is February nine-
teenth," or something equally churlish, cross him off your list
and give thanks you found out in time.
... But if he laughs silverly and calls you, "Little Minx!" put
him to the next test. Find out "whether he is kindly.
THE
JAM 'EM TRINITY!
H O O K S I D E RESTAURANT
MEMBER
Welcomes You After The Game
W S REDEEM COUPONS '
TODAY AND EVERY DAY
NEW BR.TAINI " H • •» MINUTES FROM THE DEAN
CH
The quickest way to ascertain his kindliness is, of course, to
look at the cigarette he smokes. Is it mild? Is it clement? Is it
humane? Does it minister tenderly to the psyche? Does it
coddle the synapses? Is it a good companion? Is it genial? Is
it bright and friendly and filtered and full of dulcet pleasure
from cockcrow till the heart of darkness?
•Is.it, in short, Marlboro?- '
If Marlboro it be, then clasp the man to your bosom with
hoops of steel, for you may be sure that he is kindly as a sum-
mer breeze, kindly as a mother's kiss, kindly to his very marrow.
And now having found a man who is kindly and healthy
and blessed with a sense of humor, the only thing that remains
is to make sure he will always earn a handsome living. That,
fortunately, is easy. Just enroll him in engineering.
; © 1061 Mai SbutaiM
Joining Matlboro in bringing you this column throughout
the school year is another fine product from the same
makers-the king-sise, unaltered Philip Morris Commander.
Sere is pure, dean smoking pleasure. Tiyapack, You U oa
welcome aboard!
• OCT. 28—Coach Roy Dath's
determined Bantam soccei
team scored the upset of the
week by defeating previously
unbeaten Williams 1-0 on the
Trinity field today. Williams
had beaten UMass, UConn, and
Harvard and was touted as be-
ing the best in New England.
Once the Bantams figured
out the early game Ephmen
strategy they managed several
breakaways, but the Williams'
goalie turned back two hard
shots by John Pitcairn and
Buzz Thompkins. Williams
only first half threat was brok-
en up by Wes Feshler, when
he took two opponents out of
the play and boomed the ball
upf ield.
T h e fleet-footed Bantams
couldn't mobilize l during the
entire second quarter and
their opponents were able to
keep the play on the Trin half
of the field most of the time.
oalie Dick Schectman made
some spectacular saves .and
kept the game a scoreless
deadlock at halftone. Once
again the backfield trio of
Feshler, Doug Anderson, and
Baird Morgan held the defense
tight and put on a great ex-
hibition of hustling, ball steal-
ing and. heading.
Thompkins Scores
At the offset M the second
iialf, Trinity quickly reversed
their poor second period play
and began to assault the Eph-
men's goal. Williams seemed
to slow down and began play-
ing a defensive game. They
pulled back their fullback, who
had been playing very close to
the midfield stripe. Sophomore
more right wing Thompkins
took a halfback kick, and with
a burst of speed outran two
defensive game. They pulled
back their fullback, who had
been playing very close to the
midfield stripe. Sophomore
right wing Thompkins took ia
halfback kick, and with a burst
of speed outran two defensive-
men, and then hammered a 55-
foot line drive shot past the
surprised goalie.
The Ephmen quickly came
to life and mounted several
serious attacks on the Trinity
goal. Williams star center for-
ward, Ben Kofi of Ghana, who
was held tightly in check dur-
ing the first half, finally got
off a hard shot on a break-
away, but it bounced off the
post and was kicked away by
Feshler. Except for a few
flashes, Kofi was unimpressive
and definitely not in the Alex
•Guild class—but then again,"
very few ape. , -i
The foiuith period was fairly
evenly played witti Williams
seldom able to attack. The Tri-
nity halfbacks — Morgan, de
Vou, Plass, and Jacobs—wers
definitely the key to Trin's
success. Their hustling tactics
consistently broke up Williams
threats and gave impetus to
the forward wall.
Raymond Sparks Defense
Jnjured Dave Raymond came
off the bench mid-way in the
period and sparked the team as
the tension mounted. Trinity
suffered a momentary defen-
sive lapse when Anderson was
forced to leave the game for
five minutes due to a severe
leg cramp. I t was during this
span that goalie Schectman
stopped a one-on-one shot by
Kofi, as the shot carromed off
his knee and away from th«
nets. In the closing minutes,
Pitcairn's brilliant heading
stopped scoring attacks at mid-
field before they could materi-
alize.
Next week Trinity will
place their 4-1 record on th»
line against an always tough
Union team. Unlike most
teams, Union likes the Jdng
kicking game rattier than
short pass-control type play.
/ so '*•
.. .* you *RE '•
•




Well, I helped a heap.
You're famous for flavor*
aren't you?
Those in the know say so.
Distinctive flavor.
Unmistakable? .
Schlitz is in a class by






Schlitz has it. Wait!
Why rush off?
Sorry! A B.M.O.C; just
ordered a pizza—and two
more of The Beer That Made
Milwaukee. Famous.




THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE fAMOO*
Jos. SchlitJ. Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WIs., Brooklyn, H X ,
Lps Angel;:, Cil., Kansas City, Mo*. Tamp;, Flo,
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Unbeaten Bantams Romp
Coast Guard Will Test Trin
Coast Guard toppled Worces-
ter Tech last Saturday on a
last quarter 76-yard pass play
which gave them a 21-14 vic-
tory. This leaves the Cadets
with a 2-3 record as they pre-
pare for this week's tussle
with unbeaten Trinity.
Although Coast Guard was
whipped by Amherst, 40-7, two
weeks ago, this does not give




for the November 4 Trinity-
Coast Guard- football game
at New London- are now on
sale at the Athletic Depart-
ment Office in the Field
House. Trinity students are
entitled to purchase one
ticket each at the price of
$1.00. I.D. cards must be
presented when making a
purchase. '
. These tickets may be ob-
tained at the Trinity' Ath-
letic Office Monday through
Friday—9:00 to 11:30 a.m.
and 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. Re-
duced rate tickets will not
be available at the gate.
strength, for the Lord Jeffs
are now the only unbeaten, un-
tied football team in New Eng-
land.
Head Coach Otto Graham
has developed quite a passer in!
little Larry Dallaire. In Coast
Guard's 13-9 victory over Wes-1
leyan this, season, he complet-
ed 22 of 29, and managed 15 of
31 ,for 169 yards against an
Amherst defense which held
the ground attack to a mere'
two yards. . "•
Leads All Passers
The Cadets base their entire'
offense on the 5-9, 165-pound
quarterback, who a year ago
was the leading small-college
passer in the nation with a 68
per cent completion mark. Del-
laire, co-captain with Guard
Jim Lightner, operates from
the shotgun formation, relying
mainly on sideline passes. His
choice targets are Jack Mc-
Cann and Steve Ratey. The lat-
ter hauled in a 22 yard pass
for the only touchdown against
the Lord Jeffs.
Dallaire's passing will be a
keen test of the Bantam's aeri-'
al defense. However, if Dan
Jessee's secondary can defend
as well as they did in the sec-
ond half of the Colby game
against Ken Bee, the Bantams
should come home from New
London with their 4th straight
victory.
LAMBERT CUP RATINGS
Trinity moved u p one
notch in last week's Lam-
bert Cup Ratings following
their 23-16 win over Colby.
The Bantams now rank sev-
enth among the East's small
college elevens.
By virtue, of their 40-7
pounding of Coast Guard,
Amherst's Lord Jeffs gain-
ed the second spot behind
top-ranked Hofstra, who
topped'the poll for the sec-
ond week in a row. The
Bantams will meet unbeat-
en Amherst in a bat lie for
New England small college
supremacy on November 11.
















Why don't you play it cool? Always
insist on Schaefer—tHe one beer to
have when you're having more than one.





Freely In Last Half
•I
Oct. 27 — The freshman
i football team opened its home
] season on a dismal note today,
bowing to the Coast Guard
Jayvees, 16-S The Bantams al-
most tied the game in the fi-
nal minute by driving to the
one yard line as time ran out
Midway in the first period,
| Coast Guard's quarterback
passed for the first talley. On
the try for the extra points, a
fumble rolled into the end zone
where a Coast Guard player
fell on it for two points.
Coast Gua^d scored again
midway through the second pe-
riod to give tiae visitors a 16-0
lead.
The Bantams roared back.
After returning a punt to the
Trinity 45, quartex-back Mer-
rill Yavinsky started his team
moving. He hit .halfback Joe
Barnard for a 40-yard gain and
after an unsuccessful run
found end Henry Hopkins alone
for the touchdown, Yavmsky
ran for the extra points and
the Bantams trailed 16-8 at
half time.
Second half play was quite
st°PPy> but neither, team could|
take advantage of the other's;
fumbles. -
With two minutes remaining,
the Bantams. started a march
from their own 45. Sixteen and
21 yard Yavinsky to Barnard
pass plays highlighted the
drive. With a half minute left
Yavinsky crashed to the three
yard line, and on the final play
of the game was stopped just
short of the goal line on a
quarterback sneak.
The Bantams nev'er gave up
and only the clock stopped
them from possiblytieing the
score. Next Friday Trinity
with a 0-1-1 record journeys
to Middletpwn to meet Wesle-
yan.
COAST GUAED DEFENSEMAN interferes with Trinity
pass receiver on conversion try in Friday's Freshman game.
Play was called.back and Bantams succeeded on second at-
tempt. ' -- iKelsey Photo)
l§§§li^^
Berlin crisis increased
likelihood of military service
By Steve Perreault
LANCASTER, PA., Oct. 28- . .
„ . . , . •, , ,. „!from the Trinity 2o toTrinity's unbeaten football J• , ,..., . . , . , own 4S on another nifty rm.eleven had httle trouble in de- ; . ,. - • _ - , , . , -,r i ii .Then after three snort pick-.featmg Franklin and Marshall! • *
, , , , j . • iups, Szumezvk racedhere today before a disappom- *" ' . -, , . , A end to the Diplomatsted homecoming crowd -of \
, nnnn rpu o ' + w.- Uor another: first downnearly 6,000. The Bantams, ^_^__ -__^ ,.ttl_ ^
pressed to the fullest in- each
of their four previous con-
tests, tallied - first midway
through the opening quarter
and proceeded to roll to a de-. _̂.
cisive 26-0 victory. . . [touchdown. After a five ya rd^
Trinity's scoring was spread (illegal procedure p e n a l t y ,
among four backs, Bill Camp- Szumczyk carried for the' third |
bell, Bill Polk, John Szum-
czyk, and Tom Calabrese each
scoring a touchdown. Howev-
er, only once were the Ban-
tams able to cash in on their
conversion attempts, that one
a two-pointer by John Szum-
czyk following Calabrese's tal-
ly. :
The diplomats managed only
82 rushing yards against a
stiff Trinity defense and only
twice in the game did they






p u r present brand?
D would you study and get a Bt
Q or fceep a big date and settle for C? D less than 1 month • less than 1 year n more than 1 year
Expect more, . •ayouts 0} a)/// Afjeaj
—xoq JO ;yoep t more from
The rich-flavor leaf among
_&M's choice tobaccos gives
foil more body in the blend
...more flavor in the smoke
more taste through the
filter. Get lots more— L&M!
set the Bantam"attack in mft._..
tion. Polk moved the ball
Taylor wasted little time. H*
gave the ball to Szumczyk a-
gain on the next play, and
Trinity's flashy halfback bar-
to within six inches of a
consecutive time-and this time
scored. The Bantams missed 1
their third, straight conversion
attempt, but still held a com-
fortable 18-0 margin.
Tlie final Bantam tally was | |
mostly Tom Calabrese's doing, -~
Just as. the fourth quarter
started, Taylor flipped a screen -
pass to Calabrese, and the |
Bantam's fleet-footed halfback
threaded his way down th« -
sidelines to the Diplomats' 33
attempts came during the sec- j 32 yards,
ond half after Dan Jessee had
sent many reserves into the
game.
Pass Interceptions
Midway - through the third
period the Diplomats drove to
the Trinity 13, but Gerry De-
neault put an end to this threat
by intercepting a fourth down
pass intended for an opponent
in the end zone. Bantam quar-
terback Don Taylor then fum-
bled on another important
fourth down play, and Frank-
lin and Marshall's recovery of
the fumble put them in excel-
lent scoring position again.
This time it was Bill Polk
who stopped the Diplomat's
scoring bid by snaring a stray
pass at the Trinity five-yard
line. From this point on the
Bantams managed to keep
their hosts from gaining any
advantageous position:
yard line. The play covered
Then Taylor sent
Calabrese- around end to the
15. On the play Polk threw a -
hard block to shake his back* f
field mate loose for his scam-
per.
After Szumczyk had moved
the Bantams down to the two,
Calabrese dived over for th*
fourth and-final Trinity touch- ~i
down. Trinity made its first ~
conversion of the day When
Szumczyk barely scrambled
over for two points.
During the remainder of th*
game, Jessee emptied his
bench for the first time this
year. Both Doug Drynan and
Dick Cuneen saw action at
quarterback, but neither could
get-the second unit moving;.
The one time Trinity did get
a chance to score a pair of 15
yard penalties ruined their op- -i
portunity.
Gridiron Grit
That third quarter was the | Captain Ken. Cromwell per- 4
only one in which the deter- formed all the kickoff chores
mined Bantams did not score.
Although they did not display
a fancy attack, the Bantams
were very effective in picking
up-, yardage on straightaway
plays all afternoon. Trinity en-
joyed its biggest 'offensive
game of the season by grind-
ing out 277 rushing yards and
collecting 60 more through the
air.
60 Yard Gallop






touchdown during the first per-
iod when Taylor completed a
pass to Winner at the Diplo-
mat's one-yard line. Bill Camp-
bell's plunge into the end zone
gave the Bantams an early 6-0
today and also was employed
for a short while on offense.
This indicates that he may h« J
ready for the Amherst game
. . . Phil Babin made his first I
appearance since the Williams
opener when he hurt his knee,
but he didn't last long today—
he went to the sidelines with
a recurrence of the same in-
jury. : }
Penalties didn't seem to hurt
the Bantams today, for al-
though they were penalized ov-
er 100 yards, they didn't lack
a scoring punch: Vin Fi-
ordalis continues to do a fin«
job bolstering an injury ridden
line . . . The Diplomats were
no. match for Trinity; how-
ever, next week Coast Guard's
advantage.
The second quarter proved
to the partisan crowd that this 1 Trinity
visiting New England football ~
power did not intend to take
the supposedly weak Diplo-
flashy passing attack could





mat's lightly. Trinity left the
field at the half with a com-
manding 18-0 lead. '
Highlighting the second per-
scoring was a 60-yard
touchdown gallop by fullback
Bill Polk. The Bantam senior
sliced off guard and outdis-
tanced the Franklin and Mar-
shall safetyman to gain the
end zone with five minutes
gone in the period.
Szumczyk, Calabrese Score
After the Trinity defense
forced the Diplomats to punt
on fourth down, Taylor again |
Trin—Campbell,
failed).
Tinr—Polk, 61. run (kick failed)
Trin—Szumczyk S, run (rush
failed)




S First downs 17
82 Rushing yardage 277
77 Pass!"" virflage ">
S-23 Passes T-i$.
1 Passes inii.i -iited by
7-34.7 Punts-a\ erase * 4-' i
2 Fumble lost **
55 Yardage penalized US









II" New Britain Arc
430 Ken- Britain Ave.
639 Blue Hills Are,
257 Farjninjrton Ave.
\ZM Albany Ate.
1(110 Main St., East Hartiord
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Stop in to see Phil for the best draught beer aniT
sandwiches in town—just over the Rocks to Phi
THi COLLEGE VIEW TAVift
215 ZION STREET
